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High Level Breakdown:  
Punia V Green

By Randy Simpson, Attack System Wrestling LLC


For those of you who have been following the excellent Flowrestling 
RTC challenge (and even for those of you who haven’t), there are 
many lessons to be gleaned from these matches.


The following report is a deep-dive analysis of the 150 lb finals match 
between James Green and Bajrang Punia.


In this report: 

• How Punia downs a bigger, stronger and quicker opponent (lesson 
that every high school and youth wrestler can learn from)


• Three critical turning points that swung the match

• A crucial mistake that Green made, that led to his demise (its the 

same thing that most high school and junior high wrestlers are 
coached to use as their primary counter from this critical position, 
costing many takedowns a year)


• How he shut down Green’s superior speed in the 2nd half

• The costly mistake that Bajrang made that opened the doors to 

Green scoring points, allowing him to stick around and keep it 
close


Without Further Ado, here we go…
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Observation:  Green is much bigger, +….


The announcers pointed it out early on, as if it wasn’t obvious enough…


James Green is much bigger, and much thicker, than Bajrang Punia.  As is 
revealed early in the match, he’s also quicker.  


What an edge for the American!  


Punia needed to make adjustments early on to combat Green’s physical 
advantages.  Let’s see what he did.


Shutting down physical advantages


Early in the match, James Green attacked Bajrang Punia from space.  In fact, 
most of his effective attacks emerged from a distance.  When Green was able to 
break away from Punia, he was able to use his speed to get to the legs and 
secure takedowns.  To counteract this, Punia wrestled from close ties often - 
attacking with head ties to both sides, as well as underhooks later in the match.  
He was able to create key scoring opportunities by staying close and crowding 
Green, taking away his space.


A critical point easily missed:  When Green attacked Punia’s head, Punia 
controlled his elbow and attempted to clear the arm.  Even though he didn’t 
score from it, he neutralized Green’s head tie by doing this.  The times that he 
failed to control the elbow, Green was able to attack his head and then follow 
with an effective leg attack.  Green was not effective in countering Punia’s head 
ties (didn’t get the elbow), and it cost him dearly.


The most critical position in the match


Bajrang worked his head ties, snapped James down and got into the front 
headlock position often.  He scored 3 times from this position - it was the 
deciding position in the match.
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What went wrong for Green and right for Bajrang


Bajrang opened the scoring with a reverse gator roll from his left handed front 
headlock.  Green had grabbed his elbow to attempt to counter it.  But with his 
hand on the elbow, it allowed Bajrang to slip his right arm underneath and lock 
his hands.  If Green had controlled the hand instead, Bajrang would not have 
been able to lock his hands.


Later on, same position, different finish. 

Bajrang went for the lock again.  This time, Green posted his hands on the mat 
to prevent the gator roll.   Bajrang quickly recognized this and switched gears, 
finishing the takedown with a go-behind (he did this on two different occasions).


6 of his 8 points came from this common position, and it was the difference in 
the match.


High school, and younger, wrestlers are taught to secure the elbow to counter 
front headlocks - leaving them vulnerable to many attacks.  


There are 4 keys to countering a front headlock, which is taught here in our 
room.  Each key is essential, but once executed, can quickly (within seconds) 
shut down the most devastating front headlocks. 

2nd Half Adjustments equal victory


In the second period, Bajrang shut down Green by taking away his space - 
handfighting, wrestling in close, working his head ties (which Green didn’t 
effectively counter), working his front headlock.  This was a big difference 
maker.  Bajrang made the mistake of giving Green space on a few occasions.  
When Green had space, he capitalized with effective attacks.  This kept the 
match close and gave Green some opportunities to potentially win the match. 


Lesson for wrestlers:  When you face a physically superior wrestler…


Crowd him and control him.  Don’t back away. 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Three Critical Turning Points that swung the 
match


#1: The first turning point was the first time that Bajrang secured the front 
headlock and turned Green with the reverse gator.  This one position defined the 
match as much as any other, leading to 3 sets of points for Bajrang. 

#2:  Green scores a takedown, locks up a DEEP ankle lace, but Bajrang stops 
him from scoring.   If Green scores there, it is a very different match. Bajrang 
countered by getting to his knees, keeping them wide, and staying on his knees.   
This took leverage from Green and prevented him from scoring.


#3:  The frantic last second scramble.  Late in the match, Green got his attack, 
picked up Bajrangs leg, Bajrang bailed out.  But when Green went to cover, 
Bajrang scrambled to a stalemate position.  This was Green’s last best chance 
to swing the match to his favor - and it was thwarted by a masterful scramble by 
Bajrang.  


One key:  James was not able to get past Bajrang’s arm when he went to spin 
behind.  That allowed Bajrang to tie up James’ leg and stalemate him.


Now’s the Time


You can develop critical skills, including countering the powerful 
front headlock position.  Go here to learn more
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